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This brief explores a hypothetical: What if the Sentinel System were used in research? The Sentinel System when fully developed will be one of the first American examples of nationally scaled health information infrastructure. When embarking on any major infrastructure project, it is prudent to do a bit of planning for all the various ways the infrastructure might be used—including, in this case, the possibility that the Sentinel System eventually may support research as well as public health activities. In the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA), Congress called for creation of a postmarket risk identification and analysis system targeted to include health data for 100 million persons by July 2012. FDA is fulfilling this mandate by developing the Sentinel System. Legal scholars read FDAAA as authorizing a rather broad array of uses for the system, including studies to develop better methodologies of risk-benefit analysis and to explore advanced questions about the safety and effectiveness of drugs. The list of potential uses spans activities that constitute “research” as this term is generally understood in discussions of research ethics and privacy.

What are the ethical considerations in research use of the Sentinel System?

The Sentinel System provides infrastructure that could support observational research. It does not involve interventional research that would pose physical risks to people whose data are used. The risks they face are in the nature of privacy risks and potential affronts to personal dignity such as having one’s data used without one’s knowledge or approval. It is important, however, to distinguish the question of research ethics from the question of complying with privacy law. The two are not necessarily the same. Privacy laws and regulations set minimal standards of protection that may or may not be all that is required for the ethical conduct of observational research.

Other ethical considerations include the potential consequences, if the Sentinel System were used in scientifically questionable ways and produced spurious or unconfirmed findings that sparked ill-founded changes in patient care. This could create risks for all members of the public including, possibly, the people whose data are in the Sentinel System. Decisions about which queries to run on the Sentinel System are laden with ethical issues as are decisions about when—and how—to communicate study results. These decisions—and not just decisions about whether to let data be used—may need to come under the umbrella of ethical oversight. FDAAA calls for a public process for determining which queries warrant access to Sentinel data. The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) is to seek recommendations from the Drug Safety and Risk Management Advisory Committee, or its successor, and other advisory committees as appropriate.
The advent of large-scale pharmacoepidemiological networks—whether one is referring to Sentinel or to similar systems now being developed in Canada, the European Union, and Japan—will confront bioethicists with novel challenges in applying familiar ethical frameworks. For example:

- It may cease to be a safe assumption that ethics committees, when reviewing observational study proposals, can dismiss the potential for physical risks to the research subjects and focus strictly on privacy concerns. Pharmacoepidemiological networks have a long-term potential to support close-to-real-time learning based on outcomes observed in clinical care. This trend has the potential to compress the cycle in which “clinical care” feeds “outcomes research” which feeds back into “clinical care”—perhaps compressing it to a point where the entire cycle unfolds within the time span of an individual patient’s course of treatment. As this occurs, hallowed 20th-century categories (treatment vs. research; public health vs. research; public health vs. individual healthcare, generalizable vs. patient- or community-specific knowledge) will grow blurred—that is, blurrier than they already are. In this not-so-distant future, data network policies—such as policies defining permissible data uses or policies on return of information to patients and physicians—have the potential to confer direct medical benefits or risks on observational study participants. Examples of these risks are that insurers may embrace Sentinel findings as grounds to cut off insurance coverage of drugs people in the system now are taking, or doctors may alter their prescribing patterns if they fear Sentinel data will be discoverable in tort lawsuits.

- Centralized ethical review of research in large data networks may require fresh thinking. The Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) allows joint Institutional Review Board (IRB) review of cooperative research but has not withdrawn earlier OPRR guidance calling for review by an IRB familiar with the local research context. It is debatable what “local context” means in the setting of nationally scaled health data infrastructures that include disparate data environments (e.g., providers vs. insurers) and span many states with varying privacy requirements.

- Is there a need for special protections for certain vulnerable populations and, if so, how can these protections be administered? Special protections for pediatric research subjects may be difficult to administer to the extent children’s data are mixed in with other data in the source databases (e.g., pharmacy purchase records). When doing research in large data networks, are the “vulnerable” populations perhaps different from those that have been viewed as vulnerable in traditional research settings? Are some people “vulnerable” by reason of being more susceptible to re-identification than other people are? Who are these people: those whose genetic information previously has been recorded in forensic databases; those who have dealt with many different providers and insurers? The vulnerable: who are they? That is the question.

Advanced questions like these may require attention in coming years, but this brief focuses on the more basic problem of managing privacy and dignitary risks of research that uses Sentinel data.

**What protections will apply to Sentinel System research?**

FDA already has taken an important step to manage Sentinel System privacy risks. The system as currently planned will employ a distributed network architecture. This means that data will remain in their current locations such as academic medical centers, healthcare systems, and medical insurance companies. Identifiable health information will not be transferred beyond the existing privacy firewall of the data environment in which it presently resides. To achieve Congress’s public health objectives it may be necessary, at some stage, to link individuals’ records across the various data environments that participate in Sentinel. For example, monitoring the long-term risks of drugs will require linking people’s data across multiple insurance databases so that outcomes can be followed as people change insurers. Data linkage
the respective data environments, each of which will prepare a de-identified, aggregate response for compilation and reporting to the query initiator. This distributed model helps allay ethical and privacy concerns. In the early years of operation, only FDA will submit queries and all queries will be for active medical product safety surveillance, a public health activity. In the future, this same distributed model would lend itself to answering research queries as well as public health queries. The question is what human-subject protections would apply to such research.

- In 1981, FDA promulgated its own regulations to protect human subjects. These have been harmonized with the Common Rule but differ in important respects. FDA’s human-subject protections were designed for interventional research. They define “human subject” as “an individual who is or becomes a participant in research, either as a recipient of the test article or as a control.” People whose data are in the Sentinel System do not fit this definition, so IRB review and informed consent would not be required under FDA’s regulations.

- A diverse group of healthcare data environments will participate in Sentinel. Some may already be implementing the Common Rule with respect to all research at their sites; others may not currently be subject to the Common Rule. FDAAA calls for all participating data environments to follow the HIPAA Privacy Rule, even if they are not already HIPAA-covered entities. However, there is no similar requirement for them to implement the Common Rule.

Whether the Common Rule applies in a given context, such as the Sentinel System, depends on specific facts of the proposed research and how it is funded. There are at least four legal pathways through which Sentinel data might be used in research:

- FDA could submit a research query on its own behalf, funding the research itself.
- FDA could engage external investigators to perform FDA-funded research with Sentinel data. FDAAA lets FDA contract with outside entities, such as academic and commercial researchers, to assist with the analysis and use of postmarket data. Through this mechanism, an external investigator could become FDA’s study partner and submit a research query to the Sentinel System.
- FDA could use this same mechanism to contract with an external study partner that is conducting non-FDA-funded research (for example, research funded by a private sponsor that is not subject to the Common Rule).
- Even without FDA involvement, there is a possibility that IRBs and Privacy Boards of the participating data environments could use their existing legal authorities (for example, under the waiver provisions of the HIPAA Privacy Rule) to grant outside parties access to Sentinel data.

When FDA funds research, as in these first two scenarios, the Common Rule seemingly applies: FDA is part of HHS, which implements the Common Rule for all research that it funds. In the last two scenarios, however, it is not so obvious that the Common Rule would apply. Perhaps foreseeing this possibility, FDAAA calls for the Secretary of HHS to convene a committee of experts “to make recommendations on development of tools and methods for the ethical and scientific uses for, and communication of, postmarketing data.” Congress has left it in the Secretary’s discretion to decide the appropriate framework of ethical protections for Sentinel System research.

implies sharing at least some identifying information outside the privacy firewalls of individual data environments. Data linkage, if required, will need to be subject to procedures that afford strong, accountable privacy and data security protections.
Would the Common Rule require informed consent for Sentinel System research?

The odds that a privately insured American will have at least some health-related data in Sentinel by 2012 have been estimated at 45%, with slightly lower odds of inclusion (in the 30-40% range) for Medicare beneficiaries and participants in military health programs. Many members of the public remain uncomfortable with any nonconsensual use of their data. One possibility being discussed is to place the Sentinel System under the Common Rule. FDA could do this by promulgating new regulations clarifying that all research uses of Sentinel data will be subject to the Common Rule. These regulations would not necessarily have to supplant FDA's existing human subject protections for participants in clinical trials. FDA could leave its existing framework in place and simply embrace the Common Rule in the specific setting of its Sentinel System. Even if the Common Rule applied, however, it does not imply that people whose data are in the Sentinel System would have any control over research uses of their data. The Common Rule, like the HIPAA Privacy Rule, affords multiple pathways for nonconsensual use of data. These include:

- **Definitional pathways** in which an IRB or Privacy Board makes a determination that the proposed data use is something other than regulated “research” (by reason of being public health practice or exempt research under the Common Rule or healthcare operations under HIPAA or eligible for one of the defined exceptions to HIPAA’s privacy authorization requirements).

- **The waiver pathway** in which IRBs and Privacy Boards approve nonconsensual uses of data after determining that several broadly stated criteria have been met.

- **De-identification, coding, and structural pathways** which require de-identification or coding of data, possibly in combination with segregation of functions (for example, by erecting a firewall between data collection and data analysis) or the use of trusted intermediaries to perform sensitive functions such as code-key management.

- **Contractual pathways** which include regulator-defined situations in which contracts are a determinative factor in whether a nonconsensual use will be allowed (for example, OHRP guidance allowing nonconsensual release of coded data subject to contractual arrangements to protect the code key; the HIPAA Privacy Rule’s verification standards that let private-sector entities receive data on behalf of a public health agency with which they have a contractual relationship; and HIPAA provisions allowing disclosure of limited data sets to researchers subject to a data use agreement).

These pathways require IRBs and Privacy Boards to make highly discretionary determinations—such as whether privacy risks are “minimal” or whether coding procedures are adequate—when deciding whether to approve an unconsented data use. These IRB determinations implicitly have the effect of setting privacy policies for the data environment or network to which they apply.

**Appropriate human-subject protections for research with Sentinel System data**

The point of asking whether the Common Rule applies to the Sentinel System is not to suggest that a lower standard of human-subject protections should apply. Rather, the Sentinel System offers an opportunity to implement protections superior to those of the Common Rule. The Common Rule was designed in the early dawn of the information age. It was intended primarily for oversight of interventional research. In subsequent years, it has been pressed into service to cover emerging areas of research, including a vast expansion of research with human biological materials (tissue specimens) and the post-1980 flowering of observational research in “an era of large volumes of data on platforms conducive to analyses.” Within the legal community, a critique of these latter uses has emerged.
This critique is as follows: The Common Rule was never designed to support coercive decisionmaking by IRBs, yet IRBs are put in the position of making coercive decisions when they oversee research in large health data networks. In their oversight of clinical trials, IRBs rarely are required to make a coercive decision. For example, they approve informed consent documents that prospective trial participants are free not to sign if they do not like the terms. Only in rare contexts—such as emergency research—do IRBs waive consent to a clinical trial. Data networks and tissue banks present a starkly different context. Protecting the people whose data and tissues are used in research involves decisions by many different private decisionmaking bodies (such as network administrators, boards and steering committees of network organizations, Privacy Boards, and IRBs):

- Decisions whether a data environment (or specimen repository) should or should not participate in a larger health information network, and on what terms
- Decisions about data security, privacy, and other standards for the network
- Decisions about permissible uses of data in the network and the conditions of such uses (for example, user qualifications, terms of data use agreements, etc.)
- Decisions by IRBs/Privacy Boards to let data and tissues be used under the various pathways for nonconsensual use (see above).

All of these decisions are inherently coercive—at least in a legal sense—insofar as they enable nonconsensual use of people’s data or tissues. People whose data are in administrative and clinical databases are captive and potentially vulnerable; they have few viable exit options if they do not like the network’s ethical, privacy, or data security arrangements. Most Americans have little choice over the insurers or, in many cases, even the providers and pharmacists with which they must do business.

According to the legal critique, the Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule are procedurally “underpowered” for the coercive decisions IRBs and Privacy Boards are called upon to make when overseeing research in a large health data network. Moreover, these regulations fail to address the critical roles that other private decisionmakers may play in human-subject protections, leaving important aspects of human-subject protection without any ethical oversight. IRBs and Privacy Boards are not subject even to the most rudimentary norms of procedural fairness, such as the Administrative Procedure Act’s requirements for fully independent decisionmakers; reasoned, evidence-based decisionmaking subject to clear, transparent standards; due process rights for affected parties; reviewable records and rights of appeal. Coercive decisionmaking without such norms is legally and ethically problematic. The role of IRBs in approving nonconsensual data use triggers concerns under various analytical frameworks that are applied, in other contexts, to assess the propriety of coercive decisionmaking by private bodies. This situation invites problems of legitimacy and public trust and, possibly, future legal challenges to IRB decisions to approve nonconsensual use of data held in large health data networks. Nationally scaled health information infrastructures—including Sentinel—raise issues that may not be adequately addressed even through rigorous application of regulations such as the Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule. Something better will be needed to protect people whose data are held in these infrastructures.

Protecting human subjects within the framework of Sentinel System governance

Answering this challenge will require a framework of controls—known as a governance framework—to ensure that all Sentinel System decisionmakers carry out their responsibilities in a manner that upholds not only ethical principles, but public-regarding norms of due process, transparency, accountability, and decisionmaking that is unbiased, inclusive, and nondiscriminatory. The challenge of designing an appropriate governance framework is not unique to Sentinel; this is a pressing issue for large health data networks more generally. Figure 1 shows the complexity of data network governance. Large networks...
link data together across diverse data environments (insurers, pharmacy benefit managers, public health agencies, academic medical centers, healthcare providers and other entities that hold data in administrative, clinical, or research databases). Some may have local IRBs or Privacy Boards; others may not. Some network governance proposals call for participating data environments to form a special-purpose legal entity (such as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation) to administer network operations.\textsuperscript{72} This network organization would have internal governance structures such as a board or steering committee\textsuperscript{73} and might arrange central IRB review\textsuperscript{74} of network-wide decisions about data use and privacy policies.

\textbf{Figure 1. Multiple Levels of Data Network Governance}

There is a risk that these lower two layers of governance—local IRBs and central structures of the network organization—may fail to ensure a voice for diverse other stakeholders affected by decisions about data access and network privacy policies. To address this risk, a top layer of governance (shown as “comprehensive governance”) may be needed. Over the past 40 years, multilayered governance arrangements of this sort have been widely deployed in many different sectors and decisionmaking contexts as governments in North America and Europe turned to greater use of public-private partnerships to implement major infrastructure projects and social welfare programs.\textsuperscript{75} Innovative tools of governance have been developed for these contexts.

\textit{Top-level, comprehensive governance need not imply forming new review bodies and adding cumbersome layers of additional review.} It might, for example, employ tools such as regulatory guidance, procedural guidelines, or decision support structures to help existing decisionmaking bodies, such as local IRBs, do their jobs in a way that enhances public trust. Modern governance structures offer a wide range of attractive options between the two extremes of top-down, command-and-control governmental regulation and pure self-governance (e.g., letting consent waivers be approved by local IRBs staffed primarily with insiders of the participating data environments).\textsuperscript{76} These intermediate options might include appointing truly independent IRBs, selected through a public process that considers the views of all stakeholders, to oversee critical aspects of network operations. These options also might include the use of private standard-setting organizations, accreditation bodies, or independent auditors to oversee various aspects of privacy policy development and enforcement. Modern governance frameworks often rely on complex packages of contracts to define duties and rights of the various affected stakeholders. These contracts might include, for example, agreements defining the privacy and data-access policies to be followed by the participating data environments, or data use agreements defining the responsibilities of data users. For example, it would be possible to seek contractual restrictions that prevent participating data environments from using Common Rule/HIPAA waivers to grant third-party access to the Sentinel System, in favor of routing all such decisions through an alternative decisionmaking structure that provides superior due process protections for all network stakeholders—including persons whose data are
in the network, would-be data users, and the public that stands to benefit from the research. In this way, contracts can be used to address gaps in protection that may exist under existing regulations such as HIPAA and the Common Rule.

To be clear: the governance framework would not supplant existing regulations but augment them to address issues that are specific to the Sentinel System. The task of affording strong, accountable human-subject protections will require careful design of a governance framework, taking full advantage of modern tools of governance that have been developed and used successfully in many other contexts in the four decades since the Common Rule was designed.

Conclusion

If research is to be conducted with Sentinel System data, developing appropriate human-subject protections would require a major effort that needs to start now. Large health data networks like the Sentinel System are poised to play a crucial role in the learning healthcare system of the 21st century, but they present ethical issues that are not adequately addressed by 20th-century human-subject protection frameworks. Addressing these issues will require an intense policy debate of the same scale as the national debate that surrounded the expansion of clinical trial activity during the years 1962 – 1980. At that time, there was a fundamental rethinking of appropriate ethical and regulatory frameworks for clinical-trial-based research. That same intensity of effort is needed now with respect to the greater use of observational methodologies as a source of medical evidence, and with respect to the large health information resources on which these methodologies depend. Sentinel, as the first American example of nationally scaled health information infrastructure, is poised to play a precedent-setting role.
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